Remembering Farley

“This existence of ours is as transient as autumn clouds. To watch the birth and death of beings is like looking at the movements of a dance. A lifetime is a flash of lightning in the sky.
Rushing by like a torrent down a steep mountain.” —Buddha (c.563-c.483 B.C.)

The Life and Times of the Rev. Farley W. Wheelwright
By Jon Sievert, Former President, UU Fellowship of San Miguel de Allende
Until his passing at age 99, Farley was very much an active member of the UU
Fellowship SMA, and he was the oldest-known surviving UU minister according to the Unitarian Universalist Retired Ministers and Partners Association.
At 97 he published his first book, Twice-Told Tales, a collection of some of his
favorite sermons from over the years. He was also a former president of La
Biblioteca here, a member of PEN, an honored Rotarian, and a board member
of the Escuela de Educacion Especial.
Farley was born in 1916 to a family that included four generations of Blue
Blood Unitarians, many of whom played an important part in the Transcendentalist movement. Despite that, his path to the ministry was hardly
a straight one. The family fortunedisappeared almost overnight when the
Wheelwright Paper Mill went bankrupt in 1930 and Farley was shipped off to
boarding school.
Following graduation from high school, Farley married and moved to New
York, where he eventually landed a job as a reporter for Life magazine in the
Life Goes to a Party department.
When his young wife Patricia died as a result of falling out of bed from a
grand mal seizure, Farley came face-to-face with his first thoughtful experience with God and decided he was agnostic.
He returned to Boston and became a personnel and public relations director for the University Hospital before moving back to New York to work as a
fundraiser for the Community Service Society, the largest private social welfare agency in the country. Though Farley described those years as good years,
he found himself increasingly discontented and aware that his life was going
nowhere.
Farley’s awakening to the ministry happened quite unexpectedly while riding
on the Fire Island Ferry. He received a bachelor of arts degree from St. Law-

rence University Theological School in 1957, and a master of divinity degree
from the Hartford Seminary in 1961, the same year he was ordained and the
same year that the Unitarians and Universalists joined forces.
In 1962, he was called to serve the Nassau County Unitarian Universalist
Church in Garden City, NY, the first merged congregation of Unitarians and
Universalists in the country. The day he arrived in Garden City he was tapped
to lead the Long Island Congregation of the church in two busloads to Washington for the now-legendary March on Washington.
It was a life-changing experience, and he was one of the first to respond to the
call of Martin Luther King, Jr., to come to Selma in March 1965.Their friendship became such that Dr. King accepted Farley’s invitation three years later to
preach his installation sermon when he was called to the Cleveland Unitarian
Society. Three days before his installation, Dr. King was assassinated in Memphis, where Farley had been with him the week before participating in the
Memphis-to-Jackson, Mississippi, March.
In the years between 1962 and 1968, he vacationed doing voter registration
in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, becoming more politically radical and
being incarcerated more than once. When the Vietnam War began heating up
in 1964, he became heavily involved in the antiwar movement and was named
President of the Long Island Peace Council.
In 1968, he began what he called The Cleveland Saga. Black power was emerging in the national consciousness and the Unitarian Society was located in the
vortex of the national phenomenon. The church building had formerly housed
the First Unitarian Church of Cleveland, where justices of the Supreme Court,
the cream of Cleveland society, and manufacturing titans came to worship.
As the neighborhood began to deteriorate and become increasingly black, the
First Unitarian Church moved into the then all-white Shaker Heights area of
Cleveland. A loyal band refused to abandon the church where they had grown
up and bought the building from the parent church. Farley became the fourth
minister of the Society.

The entire congregation was determined to maintain a UU presence in the
inner city and have it become a community resource. They attempted to start
a tutoring program for neighborhood youth, but no black youth came. They
started a shop where used clothing and household goods could be bought
cheaply, but few showed up to take advantage of it.
Young adults created a food co-op, going to market at 3 a.m. to buy fresh
vegetables for the community, which was being exploited by local whiteowned supermarkets. Few neighborhood residents showed up, preferring the
white-owned supermarket to efforts of whitey’s church. Still, the congregation
carried on and became home of the Cleveland Clergy Counseling Center on
Abortion, of which Farley was the founder and chairperson.
All other area UU clergy and many other denominations’ clergy were involved, each voluntarily putting themselves in jeopardy of being arrested and
jailed for breaking the law for scouting out-of-state doctors willing to provide
safe abortions. Hundreds of young and middle-aged women were sent as far
away as London for safe abortions. The group made national news when Farley’s photo in clerical robes made banner headlines reading, “He leads young
girls to abortion.”
In time, the area became so unsafe that the Society determined something had
to be done after two older women arrived for church and were so badly attacked that they had to be taken to the hospital. Farley’s controversial solution,
following a vote of the congregation, was to give half the church’s substantial
endowment and building to the Cleveland Black UU Caucus. Before he left
for his next church in New Bedford, Massachusetts, in 1973, he started a highly controversial radio talk show that dealt with religious and social issues that
drew tens of thousands of listeners daily.
For all his notoriety as a social activist, however, Farley treasured his career as
a pastoral minister above all else. “When I think of an afternoon spent supporting a grieving mother because of the crib death of her two-month old
baby, my participation in the social activist movement seems almost inconsequential,” he said. “It is the most exalted job I can possibly conceive of for
myself and my talents,” he continued.

Subsequent postings included the Sepulveda Unitarian Universalist Society in
California, a prestigious unorthodox congregation that devoted itself to free
religion devoid of any theistic baggage and unanimity when it came to social
justice issues. Before he retired in 1985, he had become a driving force as a
founding trustee of the UU Fellowship for Religious Humanists. From 1985 to
1988, he traveled extensively, including one year spent as the interim minister
of the Unitarian Church of South Australia. From 1988 to 1990, he was the
interim senior minister at Arlington Street Church in Boston, Massachusetts.
He also served as president of the Unitarian Universalist Peace Fellowship.
Farley and his wife Virginia moved to San Miguel in 1993. Both were involved
in the Mexican community and with UUFSMA, serving on the board of directors, periodically delivering sermons, and helping shape the Fellowship’s identity in an expat community.
In later years he was slowed by macular degeneration that left him blind, followed by the death of his loving wife and partner Virginia. But, he remained
mentally sharp and always ready with an opinion on anything. He also hosted
the UU’s Tuesday discussion group in his home, and was in his front-row-center seat every Sunday morning when he was well enough.
Farley carried the Unitarian Universalist spirit in his being, and continues to
inspire the Fellowship and all whom he touched. The family requests that in
lieu of flowers, contributions be made to the Escuela de Educacion Especial
(eeesma.com) and/or Jovenes Adelante (JovenesAdelante.org).
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For more, and to download, go to https://picasaweb.google.
com/110457360288989740488/FarleySCelebration02?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCInNxMa_rcuEGg&feat=directlink

Remembrances

John and Tom Kafka are Farley’s twin stepsons by Virginia.
John’s comments are in red, and Tom’s are in black

I’m son John. We thought our best tribute to Farley is not to talk
about his accomplishments, which of course were many, but to tell you a
little bit about what it was like to experience him in the earliest years of
our relationship. When he met our mom we were in our teens, and all the
tectonic plates of our lives shifted.
I’m son Tom, and I first met Farley on the telephone. It was in
Cleveland, back in 1968; and I was a sophomore in High School. I was
home alone; the phone rang and I answered it.
“Hello, This is Farley Wheelwright” said the voice at the other end.
I knew who Farley Wheelwright was; he was the minister at that whacky
Unitarian Church my mom went to.
“I’m having a dinner party, and I was wondering if you might have
a colander..?” I was in the tenth grade: I didn’t go to church, and I sure
didn’t cook. So this was a trick question.

”What’s a colander?” I asked.
“My but you don’t seem very bright”, said Farley. “Go to the cabinet
and look for a bowl with holes in it”. I went and I found one! Farley told
me I was a good boy.
He and mom dated discreetly for a couple of years, and they decided to get married in 1971.
My first vivid memory of Farley is the day he announced his pending marriage to our mom. Tom & I went to the Unitarian Church- for the
first time, I think. We sat self-consciously in the front row. Eventually he
pointed at us from the pulpit and said, “These will be my new step-sons:
Romulus and Remus Kafka.” We tried to sink through the floor. Somebody asked me later if those were our real names.
Of course Farley wanted to do the marriage ceremony himself, but
that’s illegal in the State of Ohio. So another UU Minister accompanied
our family to a farm pond outside of Cleveland. He stayed fully clothed,
while the rest of us changed into swim suits. He remained on shore as
we all swam out to a floating platform. Farley performed the service, and
when the “I dos” were completed, we all jumped back in the water and
splashed around for a bit. A few days later, Farley took us to his farm in
New Hampshire.
We left late, so we had to spend the night near Syracuse. Because
Farley was paying, we got only one room for the 6 of us ,the Newlyweds
and four teenagers! Farley fell asleep first, and his snoring was UNGODLY. We thought at first that he was putting it on as a joke, which
of course he wasn’t. New sister Cindi showed us how to stop the noise;
she lobbed shoes at him; 2 or 3 direct hits did it. Repeated as needed.
Worked like a charm.
The farm was up a hill, near the town of Bethlehem. The main
house was very large and very plain. But it commanded a 30-mile view
down Franconia Notch.

Farley packed the place with friends, family and UU parishioners.
Happy hour started at 5 and ran well into the night. Every night. Back in
the ‘70s this was considered a GOOD thing…
Every night, Farley used to announce that he was going to sleep
with the following story:
“Once there was a man who had five sons. He called them to his
deathbed and said, “Boys, your mother and I were never married.” and
then he died. The sons looked at each other and the youngest said, “Well,
I don’t know about you bastards, but I’m going to bed.” And he would.
Later that summer we met the rest of Farley’s family. That is the
other great ongoing benefit of Farley’s entrance into our lives.
Farley was a phenomenon, and he was Way Larger Than Life. In
those days he had a radio show in Cleveland on WERE, ”People Power,
People Power”. He was your “Unitarian/Universalist Minister of the Air”.
I remember billboards with his face on them all along I-90. Lake Erie was
so polluted the EPA declared it dead, so he buried it, in a funeral service
that was carried on national TV.
I saw it on CBS News with Walter Cronkite in my dorm room in
Madison.
This led to a front page story in the Wall Street Journal, where he
said he liked skinny dipping with his children (among other things). 		
This did not go unnoticed by my girlfriend’s dad, who was in the State
Department and was pretty straight laced. One time I was asleep at their
house in Washington DC, and the phone rang. It was Farley, and we were
live on the air! He actually wanted to know what I thought of his parenting skills! I was muddleheaded and stupid from just waking up, but I did
have the wits to say he’d sort of answered his own question.
A year into their marriage, Farley decided to take us to Transylvania. Apparently there’ve been Unitarians there since 1568 and we went on
an educational expedition to find the places where the religion started.

Accompanied by some Cleveland Unitarians, we set off in two VW buses
from Germany across Eastern Europe.
That was a huge test of Farley’s People Management Skills and
sometimes they failed him. There were endless complaints about the
food, the accommodations, the service etc.,etc... He & I were remembering that trip just this year. He claimed to have completely forgotten
throwing wadded up bills and coins at Tony the Polish Communist True
Believer, who always thought he was being stiffed when the dinner bills
were divided up. Farley DID say he remembered us stopping every hour
for Turkish coffee whenever Mom, Tom, or I were driving the bus. “You
damn Kafkas and your coffee!” He said he was still irritated 44 years later.
I have to say he was wrong, it was only every 2 hours.
Farley was overcharged in a restaurant in Prague; next day we got
on a streetcar that ran on the honor system: you pulled a ticket out of a
machine and were supposed to put payment into a slot in the top. Farley
started pulling tickets out and handing them to strangers getting on, saying “Yesterday we put into the system; today we take out.” Nobody minded the free tickets; no wonder the Wall came down.
In Transylvania we met the Unitarian Bishop of Kluge. He spoke
no English, and we spoke no Hungarian. We sat at a very long table, in a
very dark room, nodding and smiling at one another while we sipped tea.
This lasted quite a while. For my money, I would have gone to Dracula’s
Castle, but no one asked me.
Farley loved cars. Probably comes as a surprise to those of you who
only knew him down here in the beat up Dodge Minivan Era. But when
we met him he drove a gorgeous Citroen DS 21 Pallas. He also used to
wear a cape and a beret. We pulled into a gas station in rural Ohio somewhere; the attendant said, “I never seen a car like this before.” Farley said
“That’s because this is not a car, it’s a voiture.” Always trying to educate
the masses.

When they moved from Boston to LA much later, Farley had
downgraded to a small BMW. He and I drove it to LA together in 3 1/2
days. Four speeding tickets, all of them his.
When he retired, Farley went to South Australia as an interim minister. I flew out on vacation, and we travelled around Tasmania, The Outback, and Adelaide for a few weeks. And we drove around in rented cars.
Farley was an erratic driver at best, and driving on the other side of the
road made him positively god-awful. Whenever he took the wheel, Mom
would move to the back seat. I would be stuck up front, riding shotgun.
Often we were partly off the road; bushes and branches were whacking
the windshield, right in front of my face. When it was my turn to drive,
Farley would call out “Virginia, you can come up front now; Boy Wonder
is at the wheel…”
I can’t fully comprehend the influence he had on me, let alone explain it. He was the good things you’ve all experienced...and he could also
be really annoying, pig headed, intolerant, sarcastic, and bad-tempered.
Many of our friends and relatives were scared of him. But my daughter’s
middle name is Farley. She got that name because she needs to be the
same kind person that he was - confident and fearless in the pursuit of
what is right. There are never enough of those.
Farley accomplished many things, and led a very full, productive life.
But we’ll leave those details to someone else. It’s in the trivial, day-to-day
stuff where you show your true colors. And Farley lived in Technicolor.

H

ere I am on the train, heading towards my uncle’s wake. 99 years
both young and old, 99 is all he could take. Yet 99 could never
break the spirit nor the wills, even through the ills of old age.
Some would call Farley a sage, one so wise, yet he would disagree.
With a ruffled brow, wide eyes and a gaping smile he’d say, “That’s plain
silly! I’m no wise man, not me. I am just another man on this Earth, and
not a saint, mind you. However, should you stand for justice and against
oppression, then I will stand behind you.”
And so it is and so it was how Farley spent his days. 99 by 365, and
not in search of praise, but rather in the pursuit of equality for all: black,
white, straight, or gay. Be it in the Boston bay, or in the streets of Selma
with MLK. You say you weren’t a saint, and I’d never argue that. After all
you thought that religious BS was all old hat.
Perhaps a man like Farley isn’t heaven sent, and in accordance to
your lack of faith, we aren’t quite sure where you went. Yet, there is no
doubt your time here was spent most preciously with beloved friends and
family. I, among the rest, feel blessed to be so close to you, and you so
dear to me. Rest in peace, Reverend Farley Wheelwright, and may your
spirit never grow cold. To the man, the myth, the force of nature—to go
forth and be bold. —Jamil Moore

I

first met Farley a few weeks after I started coming to UU in 2003,
when he delivered a sermon and closed it by saying it would be his
last because macular degeneration had left him unable to read. He
was the first minister I ever met who said he was an atheist, and that got
my attention.
Farley was born in 1916, three days before my father who died in
1980 at age 63. It was easy to relate to him as a father figure. I think he
relished that idea and always treated me accordingly. He also always had
my back and would get furious whenever he thought I was being treated
unfairly. He could always be counted to have strong opinion about almost anything and be willing to express it at the drop of a hat.
For three years we had a standing 4 p.m. Tuesday appointment to
discuss anything on our minds. Sometimes it was the news, sometimes it
was Fellowship gossip, sometimes it was how good the visiting minister
or speaker had been the previous Sunday (he was ruthless in his assessment), and sometimes it was about me. But most often it was rich memories and confidences from his long life and career. We missed only if
either of us had something else we had to do or he wasn’t feeling well. I’d
sometimes read him articles usually found on the internet.
One of my best memories was when I gave him a copy of The Selma
Awakening: How the Civil Rights Movement Tested and Changed Unitarian Universalism by Mark Morrison-Reed. The book was indexed, and we
eagerly checked out every quote and reference to him. Shortly thereafter
Ray DeVeaux read the entire book to him. Most amusing, but not entirely surprising, were the observations of the Rev. Jack Mendelson, who
marched beside Farley in the Selma protest. “I didn’t know Farley well
and had no idea what a rambunctious son of a bitch he could be. Boy was
I scared because every step of the way Farley was just taunting these rednecks who were lining the sidewalks with hate in their eyes. He was literally challenging them to do something. Oh, he was calling them all sorts
of names. Finally, I said ‘For Chrissake, Farley. Will you shut up?”
During those Tuesday talks, the idea for gathering, editing, and
printing a collection of his old sermons was hatched. When he couldn’t
find a publisher, we joined forces with his valued assistant Sheryl Dunn

to edit and publish the book under her imprint. He was enormously
proud of the finished project, which he titled Twice-Told Tales. That was
satisfaction enough for Sheryl and me. The book will live on on Amazon
indefinitely in print and as a Kindle book. Over the years, I read several
of those sermons to the congregation for a Sunday service, and they were
always a hit.
My regret is that I only knew him as an old man. How I would have
loved to have known him during the Cleveland years when he was fearlessly giving away the building and half of the endowment of his church
to the Cleveland Black UU Caucus, leading the Cleveland Clergy Couseling Center on Abortion, and drawing tens of thousands of listeners to his
controversial daily radio show.
Over a career of nearly five decades, he was best-known as a social
activist who gained sometimes noisy public attention in the Civil Rights
movement marching beside the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, the abortion rights movement, and the Vietnam antiwar movement in the ‘60s
and ‘70s. For all the notoriety, however, Farley said he valued his career as
a pastoral minister above all else. But we all know he also liked the notoriety. It was one of those things that made him special to me. He was one
of a kind, and his passing leaves a hole in all of our hearts. I am grateful I
knew him. —Jon Sievert

I

met Farley for the first time in 2011 when I first came to the UU in
San Miguel. His reputation was towering and I felt awed and shy, even
though I was in my late 60s. He knew me as the cookie lady. I learned
he did not like cookies with chocolate, but tried to give him treats he
would enjoy after the service. He was a legend and will be for us at UU.
When I think of all the good he did, the commitment to young people,
serving others, social justice, he epitomized our UU beliefs and served as
a role model for me and so many others. I will miss seeing him sitting in
the front row, often dropping a stone and expressing a concern or a joy.
My heart goes out to his family and friends. —Nora Cohen
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From One UU Minister to Another

efore Maia and I moved to San Miguel de Allende, I discovered
Farley was living here. I wrote him and asked what it was like living in San Miguel. This was in 2010. He wrote me back a lengthy
email giving us a lots of detail for which we were very grateful. He concluded his email to me with, “There are many more widows and single
women than there are men from whom to choose friends. Be warned!”
Maia and I moved to San Miguel three days after Virginia died,
so we never got to meet this wonderful women. I’m sure the four of us
would have hit it off.
One of the first persons we met upon arrival in San Miguel was
Georgeann Johnson and her incredible mother, Betty Kempe, one of Farley’s contemporaries. Every December Georgeann used to hold a birthday comida for Farley, myself, and herself—all of whose birthdays fell
during the first week of December.
The first time I heard Farley, and saw him in action, was at the U.U.
General Assembly meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1968. I remember his
imposing stature and his speaking passionately during the plenary sessions of the G.A. He loved controversy. At the time I was in my third year
at Meadville Lombard Theological School in Chicago. This was a very
controversial time in Unitarian Universalist circles.
Ministers and congregants were divided over how to deal with the
issue of our institutional racism. Some felt all changes and improvements
should be done by blacks and whites acting in concert. Others felt blacks
should be entrusted with more power and decision making, without having to do everything “black and white together.”
I was also involved in some of the same auxiliary groups that Farley
was part of such as the UU Fellowship of Religious Humanists, and the
UU Peace Fellowship.
Although Farley was 25 years my senior, in terms of our entry into
the UU ministry, we were pretty much of the same “generation.” Farley
received his BA degree in 1957. I received mine in 1963. He was ordained
in 1961 and I was ordained in 1968. We were both from Massachusetts.

Thus we both knew personally many UU ministers and the Headquarters
Administrative Staff.
When we would get together at his home here in San Miguel, where
he always insisted on treating me to lunch prepared by his delightful
housekeeper, Lola, we would spend the afternoons in his beautiful garden
“shop-talking” about UUs we knew and interacted with. The one thing I
regret is not intentionally gathering his knowledge of the history of Unitarianism in Mexico.
I doubt there is anybody else who possessed as much knowledge on
that subject than Farley. Farley was my “shop-talk” buddy, and I his, and
we had a great time swapping stories, and talking about ministerial stuff.
I miss him and our conversations. —Rev. Wyman Rousseau
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arley always made me feel valued and appreciated. He would flatter
me in ways, which even if they were exaggerations, always made me
feel good. My talk was the most stimulating he had ever heard. My
circle cena was the best he had ever attended. When I lost my husband
and son, I was the bravest person he knew. He always warmed my heart,
and I will miss him. —Carol Turner

